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The doubling metric and doubling measures

János Flesch, Arkadi Predtetchinski and Ville Suomala

Abstract. We introduce the so-called doubling metric on the collection of non-empty
bounded open subsets of a metric space. Given an open subset U of a metric space X, the
predecessor U∗ of U is defined by doubling the radii of all open balls contained inside U , and
taking their union. The predecessor of U is an open set containing U . The directed doubling
distance between U and another subset V is the number of times that the predecessor operation
needs to be applied to U to obtain a set that contains V . Finally, the doubling distance between
open sets U and V is the maximum of the directed distance between U and V and the directed
distance between V and U .

1. Introduction

There are many ways to define a distance between two subsets U and V of a
metric space (X, δ). For instance, one may consider the minimal distance between
pairs of points (x, y)∈U×V , that is infx∈U,y∈V δ(x, y). Obviously, this distance is
not usually a metric on any reasonable family of subsets of X since it equals zero
whenever the closures of U and V have points in common. Thus, if we want to
define a distance between subsets of X in such a way that it satisfies the axioms of
a metric, we need to consider more subtle definitions. In this respect, the Hausdorff
distance,

dH(U, V )=max{sup
x∈U

inf
y∈V

δ(x, y), sup
y∈V

inf
x∈U

δ(x, y)} ,

is one of the most classical and most used concepts. As is well-known, it defines
a metric on the collection of non-empty compact subsets of X. Moreover, the
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space of all non-empty compact subsets of X with the metric dH inherits many
topological properties (such as compactness or completeness) from the space X.
The applications of the Hausdorff distance and its many variants are numerous and
far-reaching ranging from topology and geometry to computer vision (see e.g. [1], [2]
and [9]).

The Hausdorff distance is very robust with respect to discretizations. If X is
separable, then for any subset S⊆X and any ε, there is a countable set Sε⊆S that
is ε-close to S in the Hausdorff distance. Passing to such a discretization can be a
huge advantage, but, from the point of view of analysis, this causes limitations for
the usage of the Hausdorff distance. For instance, if the space X is endowed with a
measure μ, there is in general no way to relate the measures of U and V based on
the Hausdorff distance of U and V alone, no matter how regular the measure μ is.

In the present paper, we introduce the so-called doubling metric on the collec-
tion of non-empty bounded open subsets of a metric space. The definition is based
on an intuitive idea of a predecessor of a set. Given an open subset U of a metric
space X, the predecessor U∗ of U is obtained by doubling the radii of all open balls
contained inside U , and taking their union. The predecessor of U is an open set
and U⊆U∗. The directed doubling distance from U to another set V is the number
of times that the predecessor operation has to be applied to U to obtain a set that
contains V . Finally, the (symmetric) doubling distance between U and V is the
maximum of the directed distance from U to V and the directed distance from V to
U . The directed and symmetric distances satisfy the triangle inequality on all open
subsets of X but need not be finite. Restricting the doubling distance to non-empty
bounded open sets, we obtain a genuine metric.

The doubling distance d has a number of important features in terms of the
fine structure of the sets U and V . Firstly, it is invariant under similarity transfor-
mations (see Lemma 2.1). Secondly, for any doubling measure, the measures of two
open sets U, V ⊆X that are close in the doubling distance are comparable. More
precisely, it holds that

(1.1) μ(U)≥C−3d(U,V )μ(V ) ,

whenever μ is a C-doubling measure (Theorem 2.6). Recall that a measure μ on X

is C-doubling, if

(1.2) 0<μ(B(x, 2r))≤Cμ(B(x, r))<∞.

for all x∈X and r>0. Here B(x, r) denotes the closed ball B(x, r)={y∈X : δ(y, x)≤
r}. Doubling measures play an essential role in modern analysis and the existence
of doubling measures supported by X is an important regularity feature of the space
X. It is well known (see [8]) that metric spaces that are complete and geometrically
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doubling support some doubling measures. Without the completeness assumption,
the existence of doubling measures is a subtle question, see [3], [6] and [11]. Recall
that a metric space X is geometrically doubling, if there is an N∈N such that each
ball B⊆X may be covered by N balls with half the radius of B.

Our main result (Theorem 3.2) states that the implication in (1.1) can be
reversed in the case of the so-called simple open sets: a simple open set is a finite
union of open balls. More precisely, the result claims the following: consider simple
open sets U and V in a metric space X, and suppose that X carries some doubling
measures. If there is a constant K<∞ such that

C−Kμ(U)≤μ(V )≤CKμ(U) ,

for all C<∞ and all C-doubling measures μ on X, then d(U, V )≤24K+8.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the doubling met-

ric along with its basic properties. We also present an equivalent game theoretic
definition, which could be of independent interest. In spaces that carry doubling
measures, we define a measure variant m of the doubling distance and prove the
basic estimate (1.1) by comparing these two distances. Section 3 is devoted to the
main result providing a sufficient condition for the comparability of the doubling
distance d and its measure variant m. In Section 4, we study continuous func-
tions between metric spaces X and Y that distort the distances d and/or m in a
Lipschitz manner. Such functions relate naturally to maps that preserve doubling
measures, quantitatively, and provide a connection to quasisymmetric maps. Fi-
nally, in Section 5, we discuss an open problem and a definition of porosity based
on the doubling metric.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Natalia Chernova, Marcus Pivato,
and John Levy for helpful discussions.

2. The doubling metric

2.1. Main definitions

Consider a metric space (X, δ). By a measure on X we always mean a non-
negative countably additive set function on the sigma-algebra of Borel subsets of
X. Let 1≤C<∞. A measure μ on X is said to be C-doubling if it satisfies (1.2).
Equivalently, μ is C-doubling if for each x∈X and r>0 it holds that

(2.1) μ(O(x, 2r))≤Cμ(O(x, r))<∞ ,
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where O(x, r)={y∈X : δ(y, x)<r} denotes the open ball of radius r centered at x.
(The two conditions are equivalent because an open ball is a limit of an increasing
sequence of closed balls, and a closed ball is a limit of a decreasing sequence of
closed balls.) We call μ a doubling measure, if it is C-doubling for some C<∞.
We let D(X) (resp. DC(X)) be the collection of all doubling (resp. C-doubling)
measures on X.

Throughout the paper, N={0, 1, 2, ...}.
We proceed with the definition of the predecessor operation, and the directed

distance. For an open subset U of X define the predecessor of U to be the set

U∗ =
⋃

{O(x, 2r) :x∈X and r > 0 such that O(x, r)⊆U} .

Consider also a set V ⊆X. Let U0
∗ =U and for each n∈N let Un+1

∗ =(Un
∗ )∗.

Let d→(U, V ) denote the smallest number n such that V ⊆Un
∗ . If no such number

exists, we set d→(U, V )=+∞. The number d→(U, V ) is called the directed (doubling)
distance between U and V . We state the following obvious properties of d→ for
future reference.

Lemma 2.1. (1) Let U be an open subset of X. Then U∗ is an open set

and U⊆U∗.

(2) Let U and W be open subsets X. If U⊆W , then U∗⊆W∗.

(3) Let {Ui :i∈I} be a collection of open subsets of X and {Vi :i∈I} a collection

of arbitrary subsets of X. Then d→(
⋃

i∈I Ui,
⋃

i∈I Vi)≤supi∈I d→(Ui, Vi).
(4) If U is a non-empty open subset of X and if V is a bounded subset of X,

then d→(U, V ) is finite.

(5) The directed doubling distance satisfies the triangle inequality: if U , W , and

V are open subsets of X, then d→(U,W )≤d→(U, V )+d→(V,W ).
(6) The directed doubling distance is invariant under similarity transforma-

tions. More generally, if f : X→Y is a bijection(1) such that

K1 ≤
δ(f(x), f(y))

δ(x, y) ≤K2

for all x, y∈X, then

1
K

≤ d→(f(U), f(V ))
d→(U, V ) ≤K ,

for all open subsets U and V of X, where K is the smallest natural number with

K≥1+log2
K2
K1

.

(1) Note that we use the symbols δ, d→ to denote the metric/directed doubling distance on
both X and Y .
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Proof. Items (1)–(4) are obvious.
We prove the statement (5). We can assume that the right-hand side of the

inequality is finite, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. Thus, let d→(U, V )=n

and d→(V,W )=m. Then V ⊆Un
∗ and W⊆V m

∗ . Using (2), we see that V m
∗ ⊆Un+m

∗
and hence W⊆Un+m

∗ . Hence d→(U,W )≤m+n.
Finally, to prove (6), we make the following observation: For any x∈X, r>0,

we have
O(f(x),K1r)⊆ f(O(x, r))⊆ f(O(x, 2r))⊆O(f(x),K22r) ,

implying that d→(f(O(x, r)), f(O(x, 2r)))≤K. We have:

f(U)=
⋃

{f(O(x, r)) : O(x, r)⊆U} ,

f(U∗)=
⋃

{f(O(x, 2r)) : O(x, r)⊆U}.

This together with (3) implies that d→(f(U), f(U∗))≤K. Applying this estimate
inductively, we find that if V ⊆Un

∗ , then d→(f(U), f(V ))≤Kn. This shows the
inequality d→(f(U), f(V ))≤Kd→(U, V ). The lower bound d→(f(U), f(V ))≥
K−1d→(U, V ) follows by applying the result already obtained to f−1. �

Remark 2.2. (a) If m∈N and

V ⊆
⋃

{O(x, 2mr) : O(x, r)⊆U} ,

then it is obvious that d→(U, V )≤m. Usually, this implication cannot be reversed:
For instance, consider V =(−2, 2)⊂R and for any m∈N, let U=(−1, 1)\{k2−m : k∈
Z}. Then d→(U, V )=2, but V is not contained in the set

⋃
{O(x, 2mr) : O(x, r)⊆U}.

(b) There is nothing special about the constant 2 in the definition of U∗. Instead
of doubling the radii of all balls contained in U , we could multiply them by any
given number >1. The distance obtained this way would be bi-Lipschitz equivalent
to the doubling distance.

Next we describe an equivalent game-theoretic definition of the directed dis-
tance. We mention this equivalent definition here, because we feel that the game-
theoretic approach might lead to other, perhaps more subtle, definitions of a metric.

Let an open subset U of X, an n≥1, and a point y0∈X be given. Consider the
following n-stage game, denoted Γn(y0):

I x0, r0 x1, r1 ... xn−1, rn−1
II y1 y2 ... yn

For each i∈{0, ..., n−1}, the move (xi, ri)∈X×R of player I is required to satisfy
δ(yi, xi)<2ri; the move yi+1∈X of player II is required to satisfy δ(yi+1, xi)<ri.
Player I wins the game if yn∈U . Also, let Γ0(y0) be a trivial game where no moves
are being made, and where player I wins if y0∈U .
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Lemma 2.3. Player I has a winning strategy in Γn(y0) if and only if y0∈Un
∗ .

Proof. The proof is by the induction on n.
For n=0 the result is obvious. Suppose n∈N is such that the result is true for

the game Γn(y0), for each y0. Consider the game Γn+1(y0).
Suppose first that player I has a winning strategy in Γn+1(y0). Let (x0, r0) be

player I’s initial move. The legal moves of player II following (x0, r0) are points y1
in the ball O(x0, r0). Take a legal move y1 of player II. The game that ensues after
the move y1 is essentially equivalent to Γn(y1), and player I has a winning strategy
there. Hence the induction hypothesis implies that y1∈Un

∗ . We have shown that
O(x0, r0)⊆Un

∗ . On the other hand, y0∈O(x0, 2r0). We conclude that y0∈Un+1
∗ .

Conversely, suppose that y0∈Un+1
∗ . Then there are a x0 and an r0>0 such that

y0∈O(x0, 2r0) and O(x0, r0)⊆Un
∗ . Notice that (x0, r0) is a legal move by player I

in Γn+1(y0). Legal moves y1 of player II are restricted to the ball O(x0, r0), and
hence by the induction hypothesis, player I has a winning strategy after each such
move y1. We conclude that player I has a winning strategy in Γn+1(y0). �

We define the doubling distance between open subsets U and V of X as

d(U, V )=max {d→(U, V ), d→(V,U)} .

It is finite whenever U and V are non-empty bounded open sets. We let UX denote
the collection of all non-empty bounded open subsets of X. The following is a
consequence of the part (5) of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.4. The function d is a metric on UX .

The next lemma is a variant of the familiar 5R-covering theorem.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that X is separable. Let U be a non-empty bounded

open subset of X. There exists a countable collection C={O(xα, rα)} of pairwise

disjoint open balls contained in U such that U∗⊆
⋃

α O(xα, 7rα). If, moreover, δ

is an ultrametric, or if X=R, then the collection C can be chosen so that U∗⊆⋃
α O(xα, 2rα).

Proof. We define a sequence of subsets Uα of U , indexed by ordinals, by recur-
sion as follows: Let U0=U . For a successor ordinal α+1, proceed thus: Suppose
that Uα has been defined. If it has empty interior, the recursion ends. If its
interior is not empty, we let ρα=sup{r :there exists an x such that O(x, r)⊆Uα}.
Choose any point xα and a number rα such that 1

2ρα≤rα and O(xα, rα)⊆Uα. Let
Uα+1=Uα\O(xα, rα). For a limit ordinal λ, define Uλ=

⋂
α<λ Uα.

Notice that for some countable ordinal ξ the interior of Uξ is empty, for oth-
erwise X would contain an uncountable family of disjoint open balls, contradicting
separability. Thus the collection C={O(xα, rα):α<ξ} is countable.
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Now take any open ball O(x, r) contained in U , and let α<ξ be the largest
ordinal such that O(x, r)⊆Uα (notice that α is well defined by our specification of
the limit step). Then r≤ρα, and hence 1

2r≤rα. Since O(x, r) is not contained in
Uα+1, it meets the ball O(xα, rα). Consequently, O(x, 2r)⊆O(xα, 7rα). This proves
the first claim of the lemma.

If δ is an ultrametric, or if X=R, we can take C to be the collection of open
balls contained in U that are maximal with respect to set inclusion. Separability
of X guarantees that C is countable. Moreover, U=

⋃
C, and consequently U∗=⋃

α O(xα, 2rα). �

The following result provides the first connection between the doubling distance
and the doubling measures.

Theorem 2.6. Let U be an open subset of X and V a subset of X with

d→(U, V )<∞. Let 1≤C<∞ and μ∈DC(X). Then

μ(U)≥C−3d→(U,V )μ(V ).

If, in addition, δ is an ultrametric, or if X=R, then

μ(U)≥C−d→(U,V )μ(V ).

Proof. We prove the first statement of the theorem. The second statement is
proven similarly. First we argue that for each open subset U of X it holds that

(2.2) μ(U)≥C−3μ(U∗).

Suppose first that U is a non-empty bounded open subset of X. Since X carries
a doubling measure, it is separable. Letting the collection C be as in Lemma 2.5
and using (2.1) we obtain:

μ(U∗)≤
∑
α

μ(O(xα, 7rα))≤
∑
α

C3μ(O(xα, rα))≤C3μ(U).

Now let U be a non-empty open subset of X. Take any x∈U and notice that
U∗ is the limit of the nested sequence of sets (U∩O(x, 1))∗⊆(U∩O(x, 2))∗⊆.... For
each n∈N we have μ(U∩O(x, n))≥C−3μ((U∩O(x, n))∗). Taking the limit as n→∞
yields (2.2).

Now let d→(U, V )=k. Let the sequence U0
∗ , U

1
∗ , ... be as in the definition of the

directed doubling distance. By (2.2) we have μ(Un
∗ )≥C−3μ(Un+1

∗ ) for each n∈N.
Since Uk

∗ ⊇V , we obtain μ(U)=μ(U0
∗ )≥C−3kμ(Uk

∗ )≥C−3kμ(V ), as desired. �
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2.2. A distance defined using doubling measures

Let X be a metric space that carries at least one doubling measure. Recall
that a Borel set T⊆X is called thin or thin for doubling measures if μ(T )=0 for all
μ∈D(X).

For two Borel sets U, V ⊆X, we define

m→(U, V )= inf
{
t≥ 0 : For each 1≤C<∞ and each μ∈DC(X),

μ(U)≥C−tμ(V )

}

(where the infimum of the empty set is assumed to be ∞). Also let m(U, V )=
max{m→(U, V ),m→(V,U)}.

It is easy to check that both m→ and m satisfy the triangle inequality on the
entire collection of Borel subsets of X. In general, it is perfectly possible that
m(U, V )=∞. This happens, for example, if there is some doubling measure μ such
that μ(U)=0 while μ(V )>0. However, if U and V are non-empty bounded open
sets, then m(U, V ) is finite. We state the following simple result for the sake of
completeness.

Lemma 2.7. The function m is a pseudometric on UX .

Remark 2.8. The function m is not a genuine metric. For take two Borel
subsets of X. If the symmetric difference UΔV =(U \V )∪(V \U) is a thin set,
then m(U, V )=0. The converse of this statement is also true:(2) if m(U, V )=
0, then UΔV is thin. To see this, let E1=U \V and E2=V \U . If m(U, V )=0,
then for each doubling measure μ it holds that μ(U)=μ(V ) and consequently that
μ(E1)=μ(E2). Suppose that μ(E1)=μ(E2)>0 for some doubling measure μ. Define
ν(B)=2μ(B∩E1)+μ(B\E1) for each Borel subset B of X. If μ is a C-doubling
measure, ν is a 2C-doubling measure, since μ≤ν≤2μ. Moreover, ν(E1)=2μ(E1)>
μ(E1)=μ(E2)=ν(E2), yielding a contradiction.

One could obtain a metric from m in the usual way, by identifying the sets in
UX that differ by a thin set.

We now state a basic connection between the doubling distance d and the
pseudometric m. The result follows directly from Theorem 2.6.

Corollary 2.9. Let X be a metric space that carries a doubling measure. Then

for all open subsets U , V of X it holds that m(U, V )≤3d(U, V ). If, in addition, δ

is an ultrametric, or if X=R, then m(U, V )≤d(U, V ).

(2) We are grateful to the reviewer for pointing out this equivalence, and for supplying the
proof.
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3. When are the two distances comparable?

Having observed that the estimate m(U, V )�d(U, V ) holds for all open sets,
we will next turn to the main theoretical result of the paper by investigating when
d(U, V ) and m(U, V ) are actually comparable. It is quite easy to see that, in general,
d(U, V ) can be much larger than m(U, V ). As we have previously remarked, if U
and V differ by a thin set, then m(U, V )=0, but the doubling distance d(U, V )
may still be quite large. In fact, as the next example illustrates, one can construct
non-empty bounded open subsets U⊆V of the real line such that V \U is countable,
while the doubling distance d(U, V ) is arbitrarily large.

Example 3.1. Let X=R. Take an M∈N. Starting from an open interval V ⊆R,
we construct an open set U⊆V such that V \U is countable, and d(U, V )=M .

To begin, we define an operation − on the collection UR, which serves as a
left inverse of the predecessor operation. First take an interval (a, b). Define a
decreasing sequence y0, y1, ... in (a, b) converging to a and an increasing sequence
x0, x1, ... in (a, b) converging to b as follows:

y0 = 1
4 (3a+b) and yn+1 = 1

3 (2a+yn)
x0 = 1

4 (3b+a) and xn+1 = 1
3 (2b+xn).

We define (a, b)− to be the set (a, b) with all the points xn and yn removed. Equiv-
alently, (a, b)− is a union of the intervals (y0, x0), (yn+1, yn), and (xn, xn+1). The
points y0 and x0 have been chosen so that (y0, x0)∗=(a, b). The rest of the sequences
have been chosen so that the left endpoint of each interval (yn+1, yn)∗ is a and the
right endpoint of each interval (xn, xn+1)∗ is b. This shows that ((a, b)−)∗=(a, b).

Now take a set U∈UR. Then U can be written, uniquely, as a union of countably
many disjoint open intervals, say (ai, bi), for i∈N. We define U−=

⋃
i∈N

(ai, bi)−.
Then (U−)∗=U .

Now let V be an open interval and U=V M
− be the set obtained from V by

an M -fold application of the operation −. Thus d(U, V )=M . But since V \U is a
countable set we have m(U, V )=0.

3.1. Statement of the main result

A non-empty subset of a metric space X is called a simple open set if it can
be written as a finite union of open balls. According to our main result, if V and
U are simple open sets, then d(U, V ) is comparable to m(U, V ).

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a metric space that carries a doubling measure. If U

and V are simple open sets, then d(U, V )≤4[6m(U, V )+2].
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Remark 3.3. (a) If U is a simple open set, then its closure clU is a subset
of U∗. This observation plays an important role in the proof. It is not true of
general bounded open sets, as Example 3.1 shows. Moreover, this fact implies that
if U and V are simple open sets such that U �=V but m(U, V )=0, then d(U, V )=1.
This also explains the need for an additive term in the bound of Theorem 3.2.

(b) The assumption that U and V are both simple open sets may seem quite
restrictive at first. On the other hand, the principal application of Theorem 3.2
is Theorem 4.9. For the purpose of establishing the latter result, Theorem 3.2,
restrictive as it may seem, turns out to be sufficient.

(c) One could extend the applicability of Theorem 3.2 further using the follow-
ing observation: suppose U, V ⊆X are non-empty bounded open sets. Suppose one
can find simple open sets U ′, V ′ such that the doubling distance between U and
U ′ and that between V and V ′ is small. Then the triangle inequality for d and m

along with Theorems 2.9 and 3.2 allows one to obtain an upper bound on d(U, V )
in terms of m(U, V ). See Corollary 3.4 below for a more precise formulation.

(d) We haven’t paid too much attention to optimizing the constants in Theo-
rems 2.9 and 3.2. They can be certainly improved.

For U∈UX let

CU =min{d(U,U ′) : U ′ is a simple open set}.

Corollary 3.4. Let X be a metric space that carries a doubling measure. For

U, V ∈UX , it holds that

d(U, V )≤ 73CU +73CV +4[6m(U, V )+2] .

Proof. Pick simple open sets U ′ and V ′ as in the definition of CU , CV . Applying
the triangle inequality for m together with Theorem 2.9, we have

m(U ′, V ′)≤m(U, V )+3CU +3CV .

Applying the triangle inequality for d and Theorem 3.2 for U ′ and V ′ then gives

d(U, V )≤CU +CV +d(U ′, V ′)≤CU +CV +4[6m(U ′, V ′)+2] .

Putting the two estimates together yields the claim. �

3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.2

We prove that for simple open sets U, V ⊆X,

d→(U, V )≤ 4[6m→(U, V )+2] .
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The proof is divided into two parts. In the first part we construct a sequence
of sets U=W0,W1, ... that serve as a proxy for the iterated predecessors of U , along
with finite partitions Sm of Wm. We remark that the first part of the proof becomes
trivial if X is the real line with its usual metric, or if it is an ultrametric space. In
these cases we could take Wm to be Um

∗ , and Sm to be the coarsest partition of Um
∗

into open balls.
In the second part of the proof we construct a measure that witnesses the de-

sired lower bound on m(U, V ) in terms of d(U, V ). Starting with any given doubling
measure λ on X, we modify it step by step, as follows: At step m, we squeeze the
measure inside Wm obtained thus far by a factor ε, in such a way that the measure
of each element of the partition Sm+1 of the set Wm+1 remains unchanged. This
guarantees that the resulting measures are ε−6-doubling for any m. After M steps,
where M is suitably chosen, the resulting measure of the set U behaves as εM , while
the measure of V remains bounded below by a positive constant independent of ε.
Letting ε be sufficiently small then completes the proof.

Part I: Constructing a sequence of sets. Let U be a simple open set. We
construct a sequence of pairs (W0,S0), (W1,S1), ..., where W0=U , and for each
m∈N, Wm is an open subset of X and Sm is a partition of Wm into finitely many,
say nm, non-empty Borel sets. This sequence is required to satisfy the following:

(P1) For each S∈Sm there is an open ball O such that S⊆O⊆Wm.
(P2) (Wm)∗⊆Wm+1⊆(Wm)4∗.
(P3) For each S′∈Sm there is an S∈Sm+1 such that S′⊆S; for each S∈Sm+1

there is an S′∈Sm such that S′⊆S.
(P4) For each S∈Sm+1, the set S\Wm has a non-empty interior.

Notice that (P1) implies that Wm is a simple open set, while (P3) implies that
nm+1≤nm.

Let n0∈N be the smallest number such that U can be written as a union of n0
open balls, say O1, ..., On0 . Define W0=U . Let the partition S0 of W0 consist of
the sets S0,i=Oi\

⋃
j<i Oj for i=1, ..., n0. The choice of n0 ensures that the sets in

S0 are all non-empty. Clearly S0 satisfies (P1).
Suppose that m∈N is such that we have defined the set Wm and the partition

Sm={Sm,1, ..., Sm,nm} satisfying (P1). For each i∈{1, ..., nm} define

ρi =sup{r : there is an x such that Sm,i ⊆O(x, r)⊆ (Wm)∗}.

The supremum is taken over a non-empty set since Sm satisfies (P1). The supremum
is finite since Wm, and hence also (Wm)∗, is bounded. Take some xi and ri>ρi/2
such that Sm,i⊆O(xi, ri)⊆(Wm)∗.
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First we argue that

(3.1) (Wm)∗ ⊆
⋃nm

i=1 O(xi, 3ri).

Take any open ball O(x, r)⊆Wm. We have x∈Sm,i⊆O(xi, ri) for some i∈{1, ...,
nm}. If it were the case that ri<r, we would have ρi<2r, along with the inclusions
Sm,i⊆O(xi, ri)⊆O(x, 2r)⊆(Wm)∗, contradicting the definition of ρi. Thus r≤ri,
and therefore O(x, 2r)⊆O(xi, 3ri). This shows (3.1).

Secondly, for each i∈{1, ..., nm}, since O(xi, ri) is contained in (Wm)∗, we have

(3.2)
⋃nm

i=1 O(xi, 7ri)⊆ (Wm)4∗.

Take i∈{1, ..., nm}. Since 2ri>ρi, the set O(xi, 2ri)\(Wm)∗ is not empty.
Consequently, the set B(xi, 2ri)\(Wm)∗ is not empty. Now since Wm is simple,
clWm⊆(Wm)∗. Thus the set B(xi, 2ri)\clWm is not empty. Take a point yi∈
B(xi, 2ri)\clWm. Let nm+1 denote the number of distinct points among y1, ..., ynm .
Enumerate these points as z1, ..., znm+1 . For each k∈{1, ..., nm+1} let Ik={i∈
{1, ..., nm}:yi=zk}. Also let ik denote any element of Ik maximizing ri over i∈Ik.

Take a k∈{1, ..., nm+1}. Since for each i∈Ik the ball B(xi, 2ri) has a point in
common (namely zi) with the ball B(xik , 2rik), and since ri≤rik , we have

(3.3) O(xi, 3ri)⊆O(xik , 7rik) for each i∈ Ik.

Define
Wm+1 =

⋃nm+1
k=1 O(xik , 7rik).

That Wm+1 satisfies the first inclusion of condition (P2) follows from (3.1) and
(3.3). That it satisfies the second inclusion of (P2) follows from (3.2).

We proceed to define the partition Sm+1 of Wm+1.
Since the points z1, ..., znm+1 are all distinct, and each zk is a point of O(xik ,

7rik)\clWm, we can choose a δ>0 small enough that
(a) O(zk, δ)⊆O(xik , 7rik),
(b) O(zk, δ) is disjoint from clWm and
(c) the balls O(z1, δ), ..., O(znm+1 , δ) are pairwise disjoint.
We define Sm+1 to consist of sets Sm+1,1, ..., Sm+1,nm+1 . For each k∈{1, ...,

nm+1} the set Sm+1,k is built as follows: we first include the sets Sm,i for all i∈Ik,
and the ball O(zk, δ). Next we add a part of the ball O(xik , 7rik) chosen so that
Sm+1,k is disjoint from the other elements of Sm+1. More rigorously, we let for
k∈{1, ..., nm+1},

S′
m+1,k =

⋃
i∈Ik

Sm,i∪O(zk, δ).
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Next we define
Dk =O(xik , 7rik)\

⋃
j<k O(xij , 7rij ).

Finally we let S′
m+1=S′

m+1,1∪...∪S′
m+1,nm+1

and

Sm+1,k =S′
m+1,k∪(Dk\S′

m+1).

Then Wm+1=
⋃

Sm+1. It remains to verify that Sm+1 satisfies conditions (P1),
(P3), and (P4). Condition (P1) is satisfied since Sm+1,k⊆O(xik , 7rik)⊆Wm+1.
Condition (P3) holds since Sm,i⊆Sm+1,k for each i∈Ik and k∈{1, ..., nm+1}. To
verify condition (P4), notice that Sm+1,k\Wm contains the open ball O(zk, δ). This
concludes part I.

Part II: Constructing a measure. Let U and V be simple open sets, and for
each m∈N let Wm and Sm be as in Part I of the proof (corresponding to U).

If V ⊆W1, it follows from (P2) that d→(U, V )≤4≤4[6m→(U, V )+2]. So we
may assume that V \W1 is non-empty. Let M denote the least natural number such
that V ⊆WM+2. As follows from (P2), Wm⊆U4m

∗ for each m∈N, hence d→(U, V )≤
4(M+2). We show that for all small enough ε>0, there exists an ε−6-doubling
measure με on X such that με(U)�εMμε(V ). This implies M≤6m(U, V ), leading
to the desired estimate.

To that end, let us begin by choosing any doubling measure λ on X. Let
ε∈(0, 1) and m∈N. For each S∈Sm+1 let Jm(S) denote the union of the sets
S′∈Sm contained in S. Define a Borel function fm+1,ε :X→R as follows:

fm+1,ε(x)=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if x∈X\Wm+1

ε if x∈Wm

λ(S)−ελ(Jm(S))
λ(S\Jm(S)) if x∈S\Jm(S) for some S∈Sm+1.

Notice that S\Jm(S)=S\Wm has a positive λ-measure by condition (P4).
Let μ0,ε=λ and for m∈{1, ...,M} define a measure μm,ε recursively by the

formula
μm,ε(E)=

∫
E

fm,εdμm−1,ε for all Borel sets E .

An easy induction shows that

μm,ε(E)=λ(E) for each E⊆X\Wm(3.4)
μm,ε(S) =λ(S) for each S ∈Sm.(3.5)

Let
K =max

{
λ(S)

λ(S\Jm(S)) :m∈{0, ...,M−1}, S ∈Sm+1

}
.
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Notice that this constant K is independent of ε and that the functions f1,ε, ..., fM,ε

are bounded above by K.
Let C be the doubling constant of λ. Take an ε<C−4K−5. We next argue

that μM,ε is doubling with the doubling constant ε−6.
Take x∈X and r>0. Define a number m∈{0, ...,M} as follows: If O(x, 2r)⊆

WM , let m be the smallest number such that O(x, 2r)⊆Wm; and if O(x, 2r) is
not contained in WM , let m=M . We estimate μM,ε(O(x, r)) from below and
μM,ε(O(x, 2r)) from above.

First note that

μM,ε(O(x, r)) = εM−m ·μm,ε(O(x, r))(3.6)
μM,ε(O(x, 2r)) = εM−m ·μm,ε(O(x, 2r)).(3.7)

Indeed, if m=M , the equations are trivially true. And if m<M , they follow since
the functions fM,ε, ..., fm+1,ε are all identically ε on Wm.

First suppose that m<5. Since each of the functions fm,ε, ..., f1,ε are bounded
below by ε and above by K<1/ε, we obtain

μm,ε(O(x, r))≥ ε5 ·λ(O(x, r))
μm,ε(O(x, 2r))≤K5 ·λ(O(x, 2r)).

This gives

μM,ε(O(x, r))
μM,ε(O(x, 2r)) = μm,ε(O(x, r))

μm,ε(O(x, 2r)) ≥ ε5K−5 λ(O(x, r))
λ(O(x, 2r)) ≥ ε5K−5C−1 ≥ ε6.

Now we turn to the case m≥5. Since each of the functions fm,ε, ..., fm−4,ε are
bounded below by ε and above by K<1/ε, we obtain

μm,ε(O(x, r))≥ ε5 ·μm−5,ε(O(x, r))(3.8)
μm,ε(O(x, 2r))≤K5 ·μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r)).(3.9)

We next derive a lower bound on μm−5,ε(O(x, r)). First we argue that if a ball
O(x, r/3) meets a set S∈Sm−5, then S⊆O(x, r). To see this, suppose that O(x, r/3)
meets some S∈Sm−5. By condition (P1), there is an O(x′, r′) such that S⊆
O(x′, r′)⊆Wm−5. It suffices to show that r′≤r/3 since then S⊆O(x′, r′)⊆O(x, r).
Suppose on the contrary that r/3<r′. Then O(x, r)⊆O(x′, 5r′)⊆(Wm−5)3∗, and by
condition (P2), (Wm−5)3∗⊆Wm−2. Thus O(x, r)⊆Wm−2, so O(x, 2r)⊆(Wm−2)∗⊂
Wm−1, contradicting the choice of m. Hence we have shown that S⊆O(x, r). Using
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this inclusion for all S∈Sm−5 intersecting O(x, r/3), we arrive at the estimate

μm−5,ε(O(x, r)∩Wm−5)≥
∑

S∈Sm−5:S∩O(x,r/3) �=�
μm−5,ε(S)

=
∑

S∈Sm−5:S∩O(x,r/3) �=�
λ(S)

≥λ(O(x, 1
3r)∩Wm−5),

where the equality in the second line follows by (3.5). On the other hand, in view
of (3.4) we have

μm−5,ε(O(x, r)\Wm−5)=λ(O(x, r)\Wm−5).

Combining these estimates we obtain

(3.10) μm−5,ε(O(x, r))≥λ(O(x, r/3)).

We next turn to an upper bound on μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r)). First we argue that
if a ball O(x, 2r) meets a set S∈Sm−5, then S⊆O(x, 3r). To see this, suppose
that O(x, 2r) meets some S∈Sm−5. By condition (P1), there is an O(x′, r′) such
that S⊆O(x′, r′)⊆Wm−5. Suppose first that r/2<r′. Then O(x, r)⊆O(x′, 7r′)⊆
(Wm−5)3∗⊆Wm−2. Thus O(x, 2r)⊆Wm−1, contradicting the choice of m. Hence
r′≤r/2. But then

S⊆O(x′, r′)⊆O(x, 3r) ,

as desired. Using this for all S∈Sm−5 we obtain the estimate

μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r)∩Wm−5)≤
∑

S∈Sm−5:S∩O(x,2r) �=�
μm−5,ε(S)

=
∑

S∈Sm−5:S∩O(x,2r) �=�
λ(S)

≤λ(O(x, 3r)∩Wm−5).

In view of (3.4) we also have

μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r)\Wm−5)=λ(O(x, 2r)\Wm−5).

Combining these estimates we obtain

(3.11) μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r))≤λ(O(x, 3r)).
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Thus, putting together the three pairs of estimates (3.6)–(3.7), (3.8)–(3.9), and
(3.10)–(3.11), we obtain

μM,ε(O(x, r))
μM,ε(O(x, 2r)) ≥ ε5K−5 μm−5,ε(O(x, r))

μm−5,ε(O(x, 2r)) ≥ ε5K−5λ(O(x, 1
3r))

λ(O(x, 3r)) ≥ ε5K−5C−4 ≥ ε6.

We have thus shown that μM,ε is ε−6-doubling.
We argue that the ratio

(3.12) μM,ε(U)
μM,ε(V )εM

is bounded above as ε↓0. Since each of the functions f1,ε, ..., fM,ε is identically ε

on W0=U , we have μM,ε(U)=εM ·λ(U). On the other hand, μM,ε(V ) is bounded
below by a positive constant that is independent of ε. Indeed, V is not contained in
WM+1. Since V \WM+1⊆V \clWM⊆V \WM , the interior of the set V \WM is not
empty. Hence λ(V \WM )>0. Therefore μM,ε(V )≥μM,ε(V \WM )=λ(V \WM ). The
result follows.

Finally, we show that M≤6m→(U, V ). For suppose to the contrary. Take t such
that m→(U, V )<t< 1

6M . Since μM,ε∈Dε−6(X), the ratio (3.12) is bounded below
by ε6t−M . However, the latter bound goes to infinity as ε↓0. This contradicts the
conclusion that (3.12) is bounded above. �

4. Lipschitz functions with respect to the doubling metric

In this section, we consider a continuous surjective function f : X→Y between
two metric spaces X and Y and study the induced map Φ, U �→f−1(U), from the
collection of non-empty open subsets of Y to that of X. We also consider the
pushforward measures μ¨f−1 on Y for measures μ∈D(X). We are interested in
functions f satisfying some of the following conditions:

(F1) There exists a K<∞ such that m(f−1(U), f−1(V ))≤Km(U, V ) for all
sets U and V in UY .

(F2) There exists a K<∞ such that for each 1≤C<∞ and each μ∈DC(X) it
holds that μ¨f−1∈DCK (Y ).

(F3) There exists a K<∞ such that d(f−1(U), f−1(V ))≤K d(U, V ) for all sets
U and V in UY .

Note that the condition (F3) simply states that the map Φ is Lipschitz with
respect to the doubling metric on the collection UY . Likewise, (F1) says that Φ is
Lipschitz with respect to the pseudometric m on UY . The condition (F2) says that
f preserves doubling measures, quantitatively.
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Proposition 4.1. Let f : X→Y be a continuous surjective function. Suppose

that the space X carries at least one doubling measure. Then the conditions (F1)
and (F2) are equivalent, and both are implied by (F3).

Proof. The equivalence of (F1) and (F2) is a direct corollary of the definition
of m.

Suppose that (F3) holds. Take a measure μ∈DC(X) and consider an open ball
O(y, r) in Y . Then d→(f−1(O(y, r)), f−1(O(y, 2r)))≤K, which implies by Theo-
rem 2.6 that μ(f−1(O(y, 2r)))≤C3Kμ(f−1(O(y, r))). Thus μ¨f−1∈DC3K (Y ). This
shows that (F3)=⇒ (F2). �

Remark 4.2. Let us note that the implication (F3) =⇒ (F2) multiplies K by 3
and that the implications (F1) =⇒ (F2) and (F2) =⇒ (F1) both preserve K. If δ
is an ultrametric, or if X=R, then also the implication (F3) =⇒ (F2) preserves K.

The following lemma simplifies the verification of condition (F3): it suffices to
check that the condition holds for pairs of concentric balls.

Lemma 4.3. Let f : X→Y be a continuous surjective function. Then f satis-

fies (F3) if and only if there exists a K<∞ such that for each y∈Y and each r>0
the directed doubling distance between f−1(O(y, r)) and f−1(O(y, 2r)) is at most K.

Proof. Let K be as in the lemma. We argue that for U∈UY we have

(4.1) d(f−1(U), f−1(U∗))≤K.

To see this, let I be the set of pairs (y, r) where y∈Y and r>0 such that O(y, r)⊆U .
For each α=(y, r) in I, let Uα=f−1(O(y, r)) and Vα=f−1(O(y, 2r)). Now we apply
Lemma 2.1: since d→(Uα, Vα)≤K for each α∈I, we have d→(

⋃
α∈I Uα,

⋃
α∈I Vα)≤

K. But
⋃

α∈I Uα=f−1(U) and
⋃

α∈I Vα=f−1(U∗).
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1(6), applying the estimate (4.1) inductively, we

find that if V ⊆Un
∗ , then d→(f−1(U), f−1(V ))≤Kn. This completes the verification

of (F3). �

We proceed with some examples, starting with a well-known class of quasisym-
metric homeomorphisms.

Example 4.4. A quasisymmetric homeomorphism f : X→Y between metric
spaces X and Y satisfies all three conditions (F1), (F2), and (F3). The fact that
quasisymmetric homeomorphisms satisfy (F3) follows directly from the estimates
in [10, Proposition 1.2]. Lemma 16.4 in [4] essentially says that quasisymmetric
homeomorphisms satisfy (F2).

Now recall that the inverse of a quasisymmetric homeomorphism is also qua-
sisymmetric. Hence, if f is a quasisymmetric homeomorphism, then the induced
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map Φ is bi-Lipschitz on UY with respect to the doubling metric. We return to this
connection in Subsection 5.1 below.

The examples below point out two features of the conditions (F1)–(F3). Firstly,
these conditions may well apply to functions that are not necessarily injective.

Example 4.5. Let X and Y be non-empty metric spaces, and X×Y be equipped
with the supremum metric. Then the projection X×Y →X, (x, y) �→x, satisfies the
condition (F3) with the constant K=1, and hence (in view of Remark 4.2), it
satisfies (F2) and (F1) with K=3.

Example 4.6. Let m∈N and Λ={0, ...,m}. Consider the space Σ=ΛN with its
usual ultrametric given as follows: δ(i, j)=2−n, if i=i1i2... and j=j1j2... are dis-
tinct elements of Σ, and n=n(i, j) is the unique element of N such that i1...in=
j1...jn and in+1 �=jn+1. Now, if we consider the backward shift σ : Σ→Σ,
σ(i1i2i3...)=i2i3..., then the condition (F3) holds for σ with the constant K=1.
Hence (in view of Remark 4.2), (F2) and (F1) also hold with K=1.

And secondly, even for an injective function f , it is perfectly possible that f

satisfies conditions (F1)–(F3) while its inverse violates them.

Example 4.7. Let X={x∈(0, 1)×[0, 1):x2=0 or x1=x2} and Y =(0, 1)×
{0, 1}, equipped, for simplicity, with the supremum metric inherited from R

2. De-
fine a homeomorphism f : X→Y by letting f(x)=(x1, 0) if x2=0 and f(x)=(x1, 1)
if x2>0. It is not difficult to see that f satisfies (F3). To see that f−1 does not sat-
isfy (F3), consider the point x=(2r, 0) and the balls Ur=O(x, r) and Vr=O(x, 2r)
in X. Then the doubling distance between f(Ur) and f(Vr) in Y goes to infinity as
r becomes small.

Example 4.8. Consider the setup of Example 4.6. A permutation homeomor-
phism is a map f=fr : Σ→Σ given by f(i0, i1, ...)=(ir(0), ir(1), ...) where r : N→N

is a bijection. It can be checked that for such a permutation homeomorphism, the
condition (F3) holds if and only if

sup
n∈N

(n−r(n))<∞ .

If we choose the function r so that n−r(n) is bounded from above but not from
below, then f=fr satisfies all the conditions (F1)–(F3), but the inverse f−1 fails to
satisfy (F3) (in fact it also fails to satisfy (F1)–(F2), see Theorem 4.9 below).

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.9. Suppose that the metric spaces X and Y carry some doubling

measures, and that each closed ball in X is compact. Let f : X→Y be a continuous
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surjective function such that the preimage of each bounded subset of Y under f is a

bounded subset of X. Then f satisfies condition (F1) if and only if it satisfies (F2),
if and only if it satisfies (F3).

Proof. Suppose that f satisfies (F1). We show that it satisfies (F3). The other
implications follow from Proposition 4.1.

Let K be as in condition (F1). We show that the condition of Lemma 4.3 holds
(with the constant 72K+8).

Take y∈Y and r>0. Under our assumptions on X and f , the set f−1 (B(y, r/2))
is a compact subset of X. As it is contained in the open set f−1 (O(y, r)), there
exists a simple open set U ′ such that

f−1 (B(y, 1
2r)

)
⊆U ′ ⊆ f−1 (O(y, r)) .

Likewise, there is a simple open set V ′ such that

f−1 (B(y, 2r))⊆V ′ ⊆ f−1 (O(y, 4r)) .

Hence, using Theorem 3.2, we have

d
(
f−1 (O(y, r)) , f−1 (O(y, 2r))

)
≤ d(U ′, V ′)
≤ 24m(U ′, V ′)+8
≤ 24m

(
f−1 (O(y, 1

2r)
)
, f−1 (O(y, 4r))

)
+8

≤ 72K+8 ,

as required. �

5. Further remarks

We complete the paper by discussing (a) an open problem on a possible connec-
tion between quasisymmetric functions and those that are bi-Lipschitz with respect
to the doubling metric, (b) a definition of porosity based on the doubling metric.

5.1. Bi-Lipschitz functions with respect to the doubling metric

We remarked above (Example 4.4) that if f is a quasisymmetric homeomor-
phism, then both f and its inverse satisfy (F3), or, in other words, the induced map
Φ is bi-Lipschitz with respect to the doubling metric. This leads us to ask under
what conditions the converse is also true.

Below we discuss two simple examples. The first example shows that in general,
a homeomorphism f such that both f and its inverse f−1 satisfy (F3) need not be
quasisymmetric.
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Example 5.1. Let the metric spaces X and Y have the same underlying set
{0, 1}×N. Let the metric δX on X be given by

δX((i, n), (j,m))=
{

0 if i=j, n=m,

1 otherwise.

Let the metric δY on Y be given by

δY ((i, n), (j,m))=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if i=j, n=m,

2−n−1 if i �=j, n=m,

1 otherwise.

Let f be the identity map.
That the identity map is not quasisymmetric is easy to see.
Notice that the doubling distance between any two non-empty sets in X is at

most 1. We show that the doubling distance between any two non-empty sets in
Y is at most 2. This would imply that both the identity maps X→Y and Y →X

satisfy (F3).
Consider a non-empty set U⊆Y . Let (i, n)∈U . We have OY ((i, n), 2−n−1)=

{(i, n)}. Now, the ball OY ((i, n), 2−n) equals the set {(0, n), (1, n)}, and it therefore
coindices with the ball OY ((i, n), 1). Finally OY ((i, n), 2)=Y . This shows that the
doubling distance between the set U and the whole space Y is at most 2. Hence the
doubling distance between any two non-empty subsets of Y is at most 2, as desired.

Of course, both spaces in the preceding example are discrete, and hence not
uniformly perfect. A slight modification of the first example yields a homeomor-
phism that carries a uniformly perfect space into a space that is not uniformly per-
fect. This contrasts with the behavior of quasisymmetric maps: as is well-known,
quasisymmetric maps preserve uniform perfection.

Example 5.2. We modify the preceding example as follows: Let the metric
spaces X and Y have the same underlying set, [0, 1]×N. Let the metric δX on X

be given by

δX((a, n), (b,m))=
{
|a−b| if n=m,

1 otherwise.

Let the metric δY on Y be given by

δY ((a, n), (b,m))=
{

2−n|a−b| if n=m,

2 otherwise.

Thus X is uniformly perfect, while Y is not.
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As before, let f be the identity map.
We argue that the identity map Y →X satisfies (F3). Thus consider a point

(x, n) and r>0. We are interested in computing the dY -distance between U=
OX((x, n), r) and V =OX((x, n), 2r). Consider the following three cases:

• 1<r. In this case U=V =X.
• r≤1<2r. In this case U is a subset of [0, 1]×{n}. Hence U=OY ((x, n), 2−nr).

Moreover the ball OY ((x, n), 2−n+1r) equals all of the set [0, 1]×{n}, and it coincides
with the ball OY ((x, n), 2). And OY ((x, n), 4)=Y .

• 2r≤1. In this case both U and V are subsets of [0, 1]×{n}. Hence U=
OY ((x, n), 2−nr) and V =OY ((x, n), 2−n+1r).

Thus in all cases dY (U, V )≤2.
A similar argument shows that the identity map X→Y satisfies (F3).

The examples help us fine-tune our question.

Open problem. Suppose that X and Y are uniformly perfect spaces, and

f : X→Y a homeomorphism such that both f and f−1 satisfy (F3). Is f quasisym-

metric?

We know that the answer to this question is affirmative in two special cases.
One is the case where X=Y =R with its usual metric. As is well-known (see

e.g. [5, Remark 13.20]), if a homeomorphism f : R→R satisfies (F2) (or equivalently
if it satisfies (F3)), then it is quasisymmetric. Notice that in this case we need not
require that the inverse of f satisfies (F3).

The second special case is when X and Y are uniformly perfect ultrametric
spaces. The proof of this fact makes use of the metric characterization of quasisym-
metric maps (see e.g. [7]). We omit the details.

5.2. Porosity conditions

The doubling distance may be used in a natural way to define various concepts
of porosity. Here, we explain one of the many possibilities. Consider a closed subset
S of a metric space X and a point x∈S. Define the d-porosity index of S at x as

pord(S, x)= lim inf
α↓0

{d→ (O(y, r)\S, {x}) : y ∈X, 0<r≤α, x∈O(y, r)} .

We say that S is d-porous, if the d-porosity index of S at x is finite for all x∈S.
Let us compare the d-porosity with some more classical notions of porosity.

Recall that the upper porosity of S at x∈S is defined by

por(S, x)= lim sup
r↓0

{


r
: O(y, 
)⊆O(x, r)\S for some y ∈O(x, r−
)

}
.
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The set S is called upper porous if por(S, x)>0 for all x∈S. This is, perhaps,
the most classical notion of porosity, and it has appeared in the literature under
various names and with slightly varying definitions (see e.g. [12] and [13]).

If S is upper porous, it is clear that it is also d-porous. Indeed, if O(x, r)\S
contains a ball of radius 2−kr, then d→(O(x, r)\S, {x})≤k. However, it is possible
that S is (uniformly) d-porous, even if it is not upper porous. For instance consider

S = {0}∪
⋃
k∈N

{
− 1
k+1 ,

1
k+1

}
⊆R .

Then d→(O\S, {x})≤2 for all x∈S and all balls O containing x. However, it is easy
to see that por(S, 0)=0.

As the above discussion indicates, d-porosity is, a priori, a weaker condition
than upper porosity. Nevertheless, it can be shown that each d-porous set is σ-upper
porous and thus d-porous sets share many properties with upper porous sets. For
instance, any d-porous subset S of X is thin.

Let us briefly discuss a global variant of the d-porosity. Let us say that a
bounded set S⊆X is (d,mn)-porous, for a sequence mn∈N, if there are open sets
Vn⊆X disjoint from S such that

⋃
n Vn is bounded,

∑
n∈N

1[Vn] is bounded (for
some N , each point in X belongs to at most N of the sets Vn) and d→(Vn, S)≤mn

for all n∈N.
It can be shown that this is a generalization of the notion of (αn)-porosity

introduced in [3]. Given a sequence (αn)n∈N with 0<αn<1, the set S is said to
be (αn)-porous if there is a constant N∈N and a sequence of (finite or countably
infinite) coverings Bn={O(xn,j , rn,j)} of S by open balls with the following prop-
erties: each ball O(xn,j , rn,j) contains a sub ball O(yn,j , αnrn,j)⊆O(xn,j , rn,j)\S,
each point of X belongs to at most N different balls O(yn,j , αnrn,j), and the set⋃

n,j O(xn,j , rn,j) is bounded.(3)
One can show that if αn=2−mn+1 with mn≥2 and S is (αn)-porous, then it is

(d,mn)-porous.

Remark 5.3. Suppose that S⊆X is compact, all closed balls B⊆X are compact,
m∈N, and for all x∈S, the d-porosity index of S at x is at most m. Using elementary
covering arguments, we may conclude that S is (d,mn)-porous with the constant
sequence mn=m.

We provide a variant of [3, Lemma 4.1] for (d,mn)-porous sets.

Proposition 5.4. If
∑

n∈N
εmn =∞ for all ε>0, then each (d,mn)-porous

Borel set S⊆X is thin.

(3) This last assumption is implicit in [3, Lemma 4.1].
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Proof. Let μ∈DC(X). Suppose that S is a (d,mn)-porous Borel set and let∑
n∈N

1[Vn]≤N . Using Theorem 2.6, we get∑
n∈N

μ(S)C−3mn ≤
∑
n∈N

μ(Vn)≤Nμ(
⋃
n∈N

Vn) .

Since
⋃

n Vn is bounded, the right-hand side of the estimate is finite. On the other
hand,

∑
n∈N

C−3mn =∞. This is possible only if μ(S)=0. �
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